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Have you heard of the term "Blast from the Past" and we are not talking of a blockbuster or an
animated series. Here we are talking to you about retro shirts, yes they are back in style and one
can now rejoice in the memories of when they were kids and thought those days would never come
back again. Such t shirts are the in thing these days and are known to be of the new fashion
standards as well. If you were called a geek recently at school wearing one of those funny t shirts,
your peers may have to swallow their taunts and words, for baby you have come a long way and
such retro outfits are here to stay.

You could be a fan for old school items or robots and Batman, there would be retro shirts to find
your fantasy come alive in you. Such tees are simple and yet very comfortable to wear always. They
would easily bring back memories of your childhood and make you smile thinking of the days gone
by. The retro t shirt would remind you of the videogames you played, or maybe the favorite
television sitcom you would watch with all enthusiasm. Some funny t shirts cannot be deciphered by
the public, but that's okay. It is your style statement and very personal to you, not everyone would
need to understand and appreciate it, so go ahead and wear one now.

Even if the motifs and logos used on the retro shirts are no decipherable by all, it is okay. There
would be someone in this whole world that you may bump into, someone who would appreciate
what you wear and maybe start a conversation on the same topic and bring back memories of the
days gone by, isn't it? You could want to speak to the handsome bloke round the block or in school
and you know a famous pop band in the 80s is his favorite. What better way then to impress, wear
one of the funny t shirts with the retro motif of the pop band and see how you catch his eyes?

This would also be a wonderful way to make new friends, especially when they see the icon on your
retro shirts is what they adore and idolize. A lot can happen over a conversation of clothes they say,
so let that glorious moment come by in your life as well. This would be a great way to let the world
know you are fun loving and have a humorous side as well. Funny t shirts can be the best way for
others to know the real you and to mingle with you as well, so don't let that moment go by. Wear
one of the retro looks and let the motifs or designs do the talking for you.

The best way to find out if someone has tastes that match yours would be to wear retro shirts in
public. You would get to know who enjoys the logos or motifs you wear and this would be an open
invitation for people to come up to you and hold a word or two. So if you have been called "geek in
the closet" wearing funny t shirts; you now have nothing to worry about. The modern man doesn't
mind wearing the right retro look with a touch of humor!!
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Click on the links to get to the store selling a retro shirts and a funny tshirt. They will not create a
hole in your pocket.
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